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Farmer to Lead Clemson Snatch Team
As Colorful Season Nears Openinj

Rats Haven't A Chance with
Television And Amplifier
Installations
After making a tour of South
Carolina high schools and explaining the complex mysteries
of inventions of modern science,
some of Clemson's engineers
have drafted a plan to Install
some of the latest developments
in automatism in the barracks.
The authors of this plan say that
the changes could easily be made
during the summer at low expense to the college. It would
only cost approximately ten million dollars and would only mean
that five profesors be fired. _It is|
predicted that the improvements
shoud cause the enrollment to
rise to at least five thousand,
next year.
-Perhaps the most important
feature of the scheme is an electric eye to be placed in every
room. As the cadet crawls in
tied, he intercepts a beam of
light and an electric current Is
generated which cuts out the
lights and opens the windows.
Sophomores Happy
A phase of the project that
seems to be particularly attractive to sophomores is the button attached to the bed that lowers the windows and turns on
the heat. Another item appealing to all upperclassmen is a
shortwave radio and television
set installed n every room. The
oldboy has only to sit in his
room and broadcast.
"Calling
all rats, calling all rats. Freshman wanted at room XYZ. Bring
your own eoathangers.
HurryHurry." Then he scans his television plate to see who is beating; out.

Prexy Says
Oldsters To
Scram Soon

Work Begins On New Theater

Though severe NYA strikes
predominate the campus scene,
Messrs. Holtzendorff and Cooper
are rapidly pushing forward plans
to prevent Clemson from becoming immeshed in the terrible
clutches of a Chain Theatre System.
Though the principle source of
labor on the campus the NYA
boys are now participating en
mases in a sit-down strike for
more and better payrolls to sign,
Mr. Holtzendorff and his faithful
henchmen are working night and
•day to bring to compretion what
they predict to be the most modern and elaborate moving picture
Messrs, Holtzendorff, Cooper, and Heyard snapped while induspalace South of the arctic circle. triously hewing away in an effort to bring to completion their newf
Mr. Cooper, in addition to Demovie palace before chain opposition has an opportunity to move in1
ing chief nail-holder, also takes and r ,t-up a rival theatre. The new picture show promises to be the
time off to picket the grounds latest thing in the way of moving picture emporiums. "It should,
where the rival chain is construc- be", says Holtzy, "Look who's building it."
ting an edifice with imported labor.
Tilly Heyward is serving
valiantly in the capacity of publicity man, propagandist, and
booking agent.

NEW BARRACKS PLAN
CALL FORJELEVISION

PRESIDENT

What I Expect To Do When
I Am Colonel' Talk Given
By New Prexy

SOPHS TAPPED
At an important meeting of the
We Getta Snatch fraternity held
Monday night in the hall right
outside the Commandant's office,
officers for next year were elected
and the names of several sophomores were mentioned for membership into the club.
Last year's officers who vacated at this meeting were president, Cecil White; vice-president,
John /Dunlap; secretary, Arthur
Speer; and treasurer, Zephyr Lewis. New officers appointed were
president, Dick Farmer; Vicepresident, Stooge Stokes; secretary Mother Ruff; and treasurer
Jarvis Barnes.
Other members
of the club are Monk Settle,
Donald Hudgins, Houston Fuller,
Mae West DuPre, R. J. Reynolds,
The sophomores who were selected to be initiated into the
club are as follows: Tom Bainbridge, Jack Baskin, Calvin Waters, Elton 'Shepherd, Frampton
Durban, W. M. Hudson, and Paavo Carlson. These boys are outstanding in their record of living
up to the ideals of the club. The
initiates will wear a large wooden spheroid around their necks
two weeks, at which time they
will become bona fide members
of the club.
At the meeting Monday night
President-elect Farmer gave a
talk on "What I Expect to Do
When I Am Colonel".
Stooge
Stokes talked on the said subject of "My Predicament Now
That Naramor Is Gone."
The meeting was adjourned at
eight o'clock so that the members would have time to put on
a clean shirt for long roll.

LATE BULLETIN!
Central Dance Association
officials have just announced
that the Brierhopper Boys of
radio fame have been signed
for Finals. Though uus ic
news of the greafgsf "importance, we hesitate to print it
because we know that it's
probably already been reaS in
the mess hall and we've been
scooped again.

Prexy Accused Of Packing
Council By Irate
Agitators
Pros. Taloeit xsocceies Aiartin
who recently made the Oconee
STANDS FIRM
Hills ring with his bitter denunciations of the Senior Council.
Thwarted at every turn by an
Snys President Martin, "The Sen- ultra-conservative judiciary board
ior Council is a group of dodder- in his attempts to put into acing old men too old for valuable tion his progressive policies, Presservice. _ They are far to' con- ident T. I. Martin stormily deservative, and they block my pro- nounced the present Senior Coungressive legislation at my every cil set-up in Chapel today and
turn."
demanded that the group be ousted or radically changed.
"Since the beginning of my
administration," said Martin, "I
have been blocked and checked
by an ultra-conservative group of
men in their dotage. It Is my
opinion that when a man passes
Colonel C. W. Weeks has is- the age of seventeen, he should
sued an announcement to the ef- be automatically declare unfit for
fect that after this year all sen- further service on the Council.
iors will wear boots.
The Senior Council plays an imColonel Weeks has had this portant part in the governing of
matter under consideration for Clemson and it has much work
several weeks. He was prompt- to do.
It is an organization
ed to do this by Judge Keller, which demands men of keen,
Incidentally Judge Keller is a- youthful minds. The aged have
gent for the boots.
Each year no place there. In view of these
a boot committee will be select- facts, I demand that the present
ed from the Senior Privates club. council members either resign or
This year's New Deal juniors ana have their ranks supplemented
also junior privates have been by five younger men."
looking forward to this action for
Few Eligible
a long time.
Last year Hog
If the president is able to
Brown and Judge Keller worked put his present plans through
together upon the realization of it will result in drastic changes.
this movement, and it is felt The enforcement of the age limit
their efforts were not in vain. alone will mean that only Stokes,
Among the leading contenders Collings, and Bobard will be
for next year's committee are R. eligible for office.
L. Hudgens; T. T. Wilheit; W.
W. Macomson and W. D. Huff.
The University of Arkansas reports that the recent sit-down
strike resulted in a sales increase
in ready-to-wear pants patcnes.

ROOTS FOR ALL SAYS
WEEKS IN NEW PLAN

Misguided Grad Returns To Find
the recent celebrities
Evidence Of Bewildering Change on Among
the Clemson campus was 'One
By B. F. Indent
"Stop! Who ventures there!
man, beast, or student?"
"Do
you uphold the infalibility of
"Knck-Knock?"
"Do you wear
garters?" "Do you drink home
products?" "Stop, and be identified!'" With those Wordl were
we greeted back at our Alma
Mater. It had been twenty years
since the gates of this institution
had closed on us. We were graduated in that famous class of
1937. The sentinal who had spoken, stood like a pack horse with
his rifle and bayonet fixed and
weighing him down.
Peering
thru the cracks between the
strong iron structure that answered for a fence, we saw the
buildings standing tall and apparently gloomy. The windows
of every room were practically
closed by heavy iron bars. These
bars guarded the cadets from the
rays of the sun while many
"Guard Room Dumies", stationed
at every crack in the enclosure
and ever ready to pounce like
sulking cats guarded the cadets
from Satan or any of his Satilites.

Cadets were marching in strict
formation to their classes. There
squad leaders urging them on
with a bleaming sabre.
Stiff
chested and proud necked (and
limp brained) Brigadier Colonels,
Executives, Staff Sergeant Majors, Sergeants, and what ever
you like strutted about with a
little more of the usual peacock
erectness.
"Answer, or suffer eternal
damnation-" Shouted our sentinel. This brought us out of the
daze.
What had happened to
the school of which we were so
proud?
Our Alma Mater was
more of a penal farm than everThe sentinel advances towards us
with bayonet leveled, "away, ruffians, away!'' he belolwed. Naturally we scambered away, forever.
Oh, Citadel! Our CITADEL!
What has become of you, our
Alma Mater. . . To think that
back in 1937 we, as students,
kicked about the seemingly thin
bars and spiked enclosures. And
the people despised us so because they said that we were so
stuck up. . . Oh, Citadel!

Eyed' Connelly, famous gatecrasher, who managed to slip in
the Friday free show while Holtzy wasn't looking.

By Their Words
I don't mind your quoting me;
in fact, I like to see my name
in the papers.
—Clark
I wouldn't advise any man to
get married.
This single life
must be the berries.
—Veale
I really don't see the sense in
teaching literature. To te^ the
truth, I'd lots rather read the
funny papers.
—Taylors
When in doubt, retreat.
-Ramsey
I don't get much kijk out of
being President of a boys' school.
I'd lots rather be at deah ole
Coker.
—Sikes.
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BOZARD LEADS CLEMSON CORPS

Authentic Photo Of Fort Hill
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In a desperate attempt to
redeem our past mistakes,
we hereby take great pleasure in running this exclusive and authentic picture of
the historical home of John
O. Calhoun. Countless visits
by literary society members
in search of wood for gavels
have reduced the manse to a
mere shadow of its former
self.

WARPED RACQUET IS
KEY TO TENNISTEERS'
MIRACULOUS SERVICE
Tilden and Grant Send In
Early Applications To
Meet Wonders
LaGRONE GOOD
The tennis team is beginning
to progress by leaps and bounds
with every day that comes. We
certainly hope that they will not
let up any before the season gets
in full swing. It is our belief
that they will soon be in top
form and ready to put on an
exhibition match with Vines and
Perry.
Bill Tilden and Bitsy
Grant have 'already sent in their
applications to meet some members of the team in a match, but
the boys are anxious to save
their talent for Perry and Vines
in case they get the chance to
meet these two famous stars.
It is understood that Bo Hudgens has at last mastered the
art of cutting the returned ball
in such a fashion that it will just
get over the net and hit the
ground in isuch a maner as to
bounce back into the net and
drop to the ground before his
opponent can reach it.
Information from a reliable
source has been received that
Sandy Campbell has been worrying about the absence of a good
hook on his service aces. This
worry is short lived though, because his racquet got wet the
other week dn Spartanburg and
warped badly. This turned out
to he a luck break for him instead of a bad one. He uses the
concave side of the warped racquet and serves with this side.
The curve in the strings naturally gives the ball a twist, and just
so the ball clears the top of the
net—it makes a perfect service
and is very hard for the other

7- •**-—••

OUR OWN BUST SHEET
Stooge Stokes
Zephyr Lewis
Sgt. Helton
Bill Folk
Doc Taylor
Col. Dunlap
Strip Tease SimmonsCol. White
Dr. Sherrill
Major Dumas
A. C. Payne
Bill Lippincott
Dr. Milford
Col. Smith
Mother Ruff

Buster

Bust

Busted

Impersonating an officer
Failure to supply waiter
Failure to explain bust
Non-reg walk
Failure to hand in notebook
Shooting fire-crackers
Indecent exposure
Assalt and Battery
No haircut
Improper performance of duty
Absent Vespers
Leaving lab without permission
Breaking quarantine
No chevrons at drill
Failure to bring knitting to klub

Sgt. Wilkinson
E. P. Johnstone
B. O. Evans '
Duck Gordon
Big Job Gates
Snoz Martin
U. D. C.
Oscar
zurBurg
Honorary Colonel
Borat Downey
Witherspoon
Whole Damn Kore
W. W. Macomson
Madame Mintz

Unique composite snapshot taken in ultra-modern perspective
and showing Cadet Bozard, recently elected Drum Major, leading the Clemson Brigade. Bozard is shown adorned in his nattiest uniform, shako aind all. He
was chosen for the position because of his superior ability and
extraordinary height. The reader can easily gather from this
picture the extent to which Bozard towers over his fellow students.
A recent survey by the California Highway Department revealed the fact that cigarette
butts make better surfacing material for roads than asphalt. Hoboes and hitch-hikers advocate
the idea.
WANTED: Rain each Monday
and Friday. Whole dam kore.

—PHONE—
Your Grovery Order To

Clemson Cash
Grocery Company

Clemeon ©rill
"From a Snack to a Banquet"

C. D. Marett Mgr.
WE DELIVER

CRAWFORD'S
DRY CLEANERS
Satisfaction Guaranteed

fellow to handle.
Coach Hoke Slon has also been
of great help to the team in more
than one capacity. There is no
doubt in anyone's mind that he
is one of the best tennis instructors on the eastern front. Above
and beyond the duties of instructing the members of the
team, he is also using his inventive powers to help the team in
may ways. He has at last produced a tennis ball that contains hydrogen inside of it instead of the usual vacuum. This
is to help some of the boys to
get the ball over the net. They
have formed the bad habit of
knocking the ball into the net
on a great many drives, and
Coach Hoke believes that the
lifting qualities of the hydrogen'
will help lift the low ones over.

BRIGADIER BOYS AT PLAY

Copyright, 1937, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company

PRINCE ALBERT IS THE
CORRECT ANSWER TO
EVERYTHING MEN WANT
IN A PIPE TOBACCO-A RICH,
TASTY TOBACCO THAT
SMOKES COOL BECAUSE
IT'S 'CRIMP COT' AND
'NO-BITE'PROCESSED.
GET P.A. FOR REAL
PIPE JOYJ

Informal little newswire photo showing the erstwhile
BRIGADIER STAFF in action. Under the guidance of
Editor Allen, a true gentleman and a scholar, the boys have
been working two jumps ahead of the bill collector for the
past few months in an effort to bring to you and you and
you the cream of the college humor of the nation. Sticking
to their policy of bringing to the Clemson student body
only jokes embodying originality and good clean fun, the
lads have won for themselves a unique place in the realm
of college journalism .... a nice cozy spot behind the
great big eight ball.

pipefuls of fragrant tobacco in
every 2-oz. tin of Prince Albert

PRINCE ALBERT MONEYBACK GUARANTEE

Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of
Prince Albert. If you don't find
it the mellowest, tastiest pipe
tobacco you ever smoked, return the pocket tin with the rest
of the tobacco in it to us at any
time within a month from this
date, and we will refund full
purchase price, plus postage.
(Signed) R. J. Reynold's
Tobacco Company, WinstonSalem, North Carolina.

huNGE ALBERT

THE NATIONAL
JOY SMOKr;

OUR OFFER
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AG BUILDING
First releases of Clemson's new
ag building which will be offioially
dedicated God knows when, and
the only exclusively photo showing the tower in which Lord Collings has kept up a determined defense against the siege of the Ag.
Economics division which has been
trying desperately to oust him for
two weeks. Dr. Collings has annaunced his intention to stay inside
hte building until the economics
boys agree to return to their own
cavern in the dairy building.

4r\

The first bevy of co-eds arrives at Calhoun as the
new Brighten-The-Campus Movement sponsored by
the Blue Key, Scabbard and Blade, and Oconee
County Club gets underway. The girls were met
by a large delegation of students, and some rioting
broke out as disgruntled yard-engines hurled rocks
and insults.

OSCAR SAYS
Painting by famed artist Thomas! Q. Stanley
which was recently presented to THE TIGER staff
by Philanthropist Henry Thompson Malone. The
picture is entitled "Oscar at Bay" and was drawn
from life.

LATE DATE
Rare Egyptian wall painting recently unearthed by archeoloists R. Sims
Campbell in an obscure portion of Dr.
U. C. Godfrey's desk. F. H. H. Calhoun
and Prof. Gee, members of the exploration party, have estimated the picture
was executed in approximately 400 B.
C.
Authorities have
generally areed that
the painting depicts
the "First Late Date"
and that the lady was
probably from Florence
and was undoubtedly a
Winthrop student.

TIGER READER
In an effort to discountenance continued derogatory rumors the
TIGER staff proudly presents the above picture to prove that it does'
have a reader. You may draw your own conclusions from thoj
disgusted look on the face of the gentlemen ' reading the TAPS.
The position of the paper and the intent expression on THE TIGER
reader's face leave little doubt that he has turned rapidly to the1
Oscar column and has found himself therein. The group of people
wandering around in the back ground is a part of that vast army to
whom (the damned circulation department failed to send a paper]
htis week.

/

Architects drawing of the new YMCA
river cabin which will be erected soon with
PWA funds. President Payne has announced
that the new plant was needed to insure room
for Agitators Society which recently became
affiliated with the YMCA.

Gather around the feet of the
goddess of learning, members of
the long-overshadowed Calhoun
Literary Society scream defiiance
at Giles Palmetto Group as they
pose in their new white robes.
"What the hell have they got that
we ain't got except D. W. Daniel?"
the members proudly ask.
A group of confirmed dance attendees raies their hands in solemn oath not to have any more
late-dates at Clemson in answer to
urgent demands from a group led
by Sophomore Sloan, Robert Carter, and John Neuffer. The CDA
is expected to incorporate the oath
as an integral part of all future
dances.
Though many have voice the
opinion that the ceremony should
be a trifle more elaborate, the
general concsnsus of opinion is
that the 'whole affair would be
greatly benefitted if the girls were
really putting their heart in it.

BLACK LEGION
Pictured at police roundup this morning is practically the entire membership ofl
the Black Legion, terrorist group who have wreaked havoc on the campus for the past!
seven weeks. Members are shown wearing the official uniforms of the mystery cult.'
In the front row will be found Benjamin- Tillman Lanham, reputed high priest of the)
group. A respected member of the YMCA and prominent in numerous business*
activities, the denouncement of Lanham came as a blow to his colleagues, many of
whom have been involved unknowingly in his fake stock swindles. "The group wiH|
be hailed before senior council soon to answer charges ranging from arson to exam
skinning.

FOUR
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Collegiate Press
By A. W. Sanders
Founded by the class of 1907 and published weekly, during the
college session, by the corps of cadets of Clemson A&M College.
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office, Clemson, S. C.
Member South Carolina College Press Association.

While browsing through our many colorful
exchanges this week, we couldn't help taking this
bit from the CITADEL BULLDOG:
The cadets were taken on their annual pilgrimage to points of interest about old historic Charles
ton. The first stop was at the Godbold Bird
Sanctuary; here each cadet was allowed to remove
his shoes and socks and wade safely in the shallow depths of the cool crystal water. Many quaint
thrills were experienced by the revelers when the
tiny goldfish would fearlessly dart between their
bare toes.

Talk Of The
Town
CLEANED

That although this is intendedby Uncle Wilkie to be an April
Fool's issue, we (Oscar) still insist this column is the whole
truth, with slight variations.
OSCAR SAYS ——

That it's a good thing Brewster's blouse was a trifle large,
and he recommends the college
laundry for that good cleaning
job.

COLLEGIATE PRESS

We read with interest the account of the
FURMAN FREAK", none other than Kob Bing,
who has joined the Ringling Brothers Greater
Shows. In his tremendous act which requires four
rings, Mr. Bing climbs into a super-steel cake which
contains one cat, one dog, a sow, a horse, and five
small pigs. To guard against any slip-ups on the
part of the animals, Kob carries a few hand grenades, an automatic rifle and two bayonets
-COLLEGIATE PRESS-

Headlines in the CONVERSE GAZETTE proclaim their victory over a husky Clemson wrestling
outfit this week. The final score being 8 to 1. Clemcon's only score cawe when Benderfurth, 190 pound
lightweight, pinned petite Celeste Tinybottem to
the mat after a series of necking minipulations.
Converse victories came as a result of several
"park-bench clinches" and "back seat entanglements" which proved to be the Spartans most effective graple. ?The Spartanburg team /Showed
every sign of having a veteran outfit; their performance was flawless except for the usual dirty
work in the clinches.
-COLLEGIATE PRE8S-

APRIL FOOLERY
ONCE AGAIN THE TIME has come
when we can cast all caution to the winds
and let fly with any sort of journalistic
tripe which happens to strike our fancy.
Needless to say this annual issue of foolery and nonsense has rolled around just
in time to permit us to open the safety
valves and let off) all the excess steam we
have been storing up over a long, hard
winter.
We have turned our reporters loose
and told them to make merry in the most
nonsensical of journalistic fashions. They
have complained all year that news was
hard to get. With this issue we open up
a veritable treasure chest of heretofore
unknown facts. Untouched fields of scoops
and news flashes are on the verge of being tapped. Fifteen reporters, mad as
March hairs have been on the loose for
weeks.
Anything goes, we told them
an dthe results you see before you imprinted on these multi-colored sheets.
We will admit that since taking over
this sheet our sense of humor has become
a bit warped; therefore you readers will
probably fail to see anything so very, very
funny about the whole business. If such
a case exists, we appeal to you to call
upon your humanitarian instincts and derive a certain amount of joy from the
mere fact of knowing that a slave-driven
bunch of self-styled college journalists
who are on the verge of a breaking point
find in the printing of this issue an outlet
for their supressed emotions. . . balm for
their wounded souls.
No matter what efforts we have made
to have this paper a success, there will be
some who shout that it is too conservative,
and other who rear up and bellow that
we have exceeded all bounds of proprietary, decency, good taste, etc. and
that we are just a bunch of half-baked
radicals attempting to change the social
cycle and give the college a black-eye.
Needless to say, we have no apologies to
make to anyone concerning this issue. We
will admit that we have made an honest
effort to avoid anything viscious or obscene for we understand that an April
Fool issue of the erstwhile Brigadier is in
the offing, and we do not wish to be repititious or to plagarize. Some of the people we have aimed our darts at will no
doubt be irked, that is to be expected.

Most remarkable are the new improvements
at Presbyterian College. Here these ingenius lads
have secured a new wooden floor for their basketball court. The BLUE STOCKING, official college
publications, states that it is quite an improvement over the old clay court. TKe next aim is to
save their pennies to buy a goal for1 the north end
of the court. They were very fortunaate in being
left one goal by the class of 1896. It is hoped
that the class of '38 will have at least one ball to
play with.

OSCAR SAYS

Dedicating his services to the
nohle cause of blotting gambling
from our fair campus, Colonel
James Prestwood has been particularly active in the past ttrree
weeks.
In a recent interview
Prestwood Tevealed his plans for
an extensive campaign to blot out
any signs of the viscious practice. To say the least, the efforts of the high-imdned cadet
have been nothing short of spectacular. Single-handed, he wiped
out the viscious gambling circle
led by Schnozz Martin and his
faithful henchmen—Merritt, Little, Redfearn, and LeonaTd. The
rather touching picture above Is
a candid camera shot of Colonel
Prestwood, suh, returning emptyhanded from a raid on the gambling den owned and operated
hy E*. Descombe Wells and his
cohorts, Malone and Mme. Mintz.
TALK OF THE TOWN

BLIND MAN'S BLUFF

"Students spend entirely too much
time thinking about their lessons. If they
would only cut loose and spend at least
several hours a day thinking about pleasant subjects such as their girls back
home, what they want to do during, the
holidays, the coming dances, and similar
subjects, they would be better off." Professor C. Q. Stutzanfield expressed his
thoughts on current campus life.

OSCAR SAYS

1

That Pop Shuford and Sumner
looked mightly fine at retreat
with those sit-down strikers from
Westminster and Oscar wonders
if Pop is just meeting 'em after
these four years.
OSCAR SAYS

That after convassing
the
south and all east of the Mississippi, Bob Cheves finally got a
Converse belle for the banquet
and Oscar is sure It was against
his principles to wait around for
the daybreak bus.
OSCAR SAYS

That the noise outside of third
barracks during the wee hours of
the morning was Bob Jones locking for a hlue Chevrolet, and that
other noise was a light falling
off when he started it.
—— OSCAR SAYS

—

OSCAR SAYS

According to our copy sheet,
a picture of Colonel Henry Sander of Charleston fame was supposed to occupy this position.
Once again we were thwarted,
however and had to compromise
on running a picture of another
old grad who, fortunately, however, happens to also be a Charleston man of note. To get hack
to Sander, however, we wish to
pass on another tale concerning
his doubious vision which is just
a little far-fetched for even this
issue. It seems he, being one of
our more capable engineers, started for the Engineering Building the other day, made an optometric mistake and walked Into the trustee house where he
waited patiently fifteen minutes
for his professor to show up and
then walked out whistling happily over the first class cut he
had gotten under Fernow in four
years.

"College students must watch their
health . In case of epidemic cadets at
land grant colleges should cancel all
plans for dances and give up all week-end
privileges and avoid all mass meetings.
To ineure health, they should indulge
wholeheartedly in such healthful practices
as drilling in the snow and rain, and at- POET
tending a thoroughly crowded picture
show at least once a day." Dr. R. M. Pilford voicing his opinions on cadet health
regulations.
Others will pass it off good-naturedly
enough. We wish to conclude comment
on this matter by saying that we have attempted to dip our pens in a solution of
mildly sugar-coated humor rather than a
solution of vitroil.
Incidentally, the printers will be allowed to run wil an the issue will abound
in mistakes. From recent reports we do
not believe that this will be a surprise,
for our most consistent reader tells us that
judging from the last couple of editions,
we seem to have been practicing for this
issue all along, and he may be right at
that.
That is really all we are capable of
saying. If we hurt yaur feelings or diappoint you because we have not been bitter
enough we wish to inform you that the
complaint line starts in the south end of
the fieldhouse.
The bans are off and April Foolery
reigns supreme.

That Bill Bryce met reveille
for the first time in four years
Saturday morning, and Cochran
is planning on recommending
him for that first looey he is
pulling for.

—That the Agricultural Botanical group turned up with a rare
specie from Cemetary Hill. The
owner may have same by applying to the Tiger Lost and Found
department.

-COLLEGIATE PHESS-

From the University of South Carolina's
LAMEDUCK, we gather this newsy item which is
most interesting.
"Carolina has at last been provided with a
much needed student building. The showers on the
east campus is the new boast-abount.
The following schedule has been announced: Men bathe
on Mondays; Coeds on Tuesday; Faculty on Wednesday; and Thursday is reserved for "pump-day".
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—That even though Warren and
Net were running neck and neck
(and neck) Saturday afternoon
in the Westmoreland sweepstakes, he thinks that Net broke
the tape.
OSCAR SAYS

1

—That Supply-jSergeant Dukes
knows his sabre drill was a "bit
rusty Saturday night, but after
all he hasn't had much practice.
OSCAR SAYS —,

—That the tactical hlunder Farmer and his hopefuls made was
n't because of lack of practice,
but that stuff they sell across the
river is powerfully strong.OSCAR SAYS ——

—That Eleanor used her no-break
card to keep her late dates in
order, but even then Sloppy Bob
almost got left out.
OSCAR

SAYS

—,—

—That Stokes with the aid of
Farmer finally got that date for
the Military hop. Probably the
sight of all those pretty stripes
was too much for the little one.
OSCAR SAYS

1—

—That he caught T. I. Martin
down behind the laundry looking
for a late date and unless we or
T. I. is confused the lassies are
still being placed on old M
company.
OSCAR SAYS

__That Wilkie won't depend on
Campbell's Packard anymore after that walk from Calhoun, and
that the Florence Flash he had
up is well qualified for a Girl
scout merit badge in hiking.
OSCAR SAYS

Does this man look like a poet
to you, or do you se through his
false colors and recognize him
for the true rogue that lhe is? Be
that as it may we have a piece
of poetry here that we do not
wish to claim; so we might as
well pin the 'blame on him. Really though, the poetry is of the
beter type an dwe know that he
will he surprised to find he wrote
the following verses of chemical dilly dally:
Fiter, filter, little filtrate
Up above the flask so high there
Why you no go through you
?
While I wonder why you lie there
As I sit and watch you filter
Will you filter or will you not?
Is this painful practice needful
To be a Pollard or Lippincott?
jRoses are red, violets are
blue, since anything will do, we
dedicate this to you. Stupid, eh,
what? But who told you to read
this filler, you dommox, you.

—That the First Regiment takes
this space to thank Streak Lawton for having Katie up for the
hops again, and Oscar can prove
they were all back in barracks
and sound asleep.
OSCAR

SAYS

__That for all those who are
S,H 'a^Bp S,9}{U„M. moqB injiqnop
Lula, and for all those who are
doubtful about White, read Oscar weekly.
OSCAR SAYS

--That Sub-yard-engine Sherman
is still following Uncle Wilkie
on Cemetary Hill trying to find
that stump where he gets the
Oscar report from, and Oscar
hopes they will get the report
and some on hack.
OSCAR

SAYS

—;__

-That although Inderf 'rth had
the ruling hand in the messary,
the feud came to a clij ax when
Boots Bertram caught, him on
H-l after taps one nig t.
(Contineud on page Jive)
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Oscar Says

NEWS FLASHES
The Block C initiatiates have
gone on a 'stand up' strike as a
result of their little sessions in
front of the Jew Shop—

(Continued from page four)
OSCAR SAYS

—That Duck Gordon was the
problem child at the Block C
initiation, and Oscar thinks those
three-cornered cants he wore
were also a problem.

Major Dumas is wearing a
rather haggered expression these
days.
He is being blackmailed
by that * little incident at the
Military Ball—

OSCAR SAYS

__That Limbo Huff began playing ball with Sgt. Pruitt after
Savvy left, but that eating with
the Sarg in the mess holl won't
affect the ratiings next year now.,
OSCAR

Oscar says he is taking a much
needed vacation this week hy letting the entire staff help him
do his dirty work—

SAYS

That Carrol Little (a cinder
in the public eye) is still teaching la Weeks those distinguished
dance steps at the socials and we
all hope no one gets hurt next
time.

-J-.

Clemson has decided to ahandon their regular football season and ,play only in the spring
since recently trouncing Duke
university.
The boys have let
it be known that they are quite
confident they could soundly "do
it" to Furman in the god old
springtime.

That Soph Sloan finally got
that late date, but day break
caught him hefore he got her
out, and that football captain
caught him before he got her
back in.

The new parade formation is
destined to be a huge success.
Only three men were trampled to
death last time it, was tried—

OSCAR SAYS

That Jack Riley (Jean Foy's
date for the dances) need not
think he pulled anything on her
with all those late dates, for.
Oscar knows that Hotel Hill was
well covered.

Exclusive news service photo showing the new dance platform erected by tho
Central Dance Association for the benefit of Redfearn, Merritt, Soph Sloan, Cartefl
and the other hot swing dancers.

The map of the old world will
be subject to great changes, hut
the map fo the old girl aren't
stagnant nyther.

b*

AL MINGALONE (above, and at right) never
L knows where the next assignment will take him.
Wherever news is breaking, Al's there grinding out
film, alert, untiring, heedless of danger. And where
he goes, his Camels go with him. "I count on my
healthy nerves and good digestion to see me

through," says Al. "I smoke a lot —Camels every
time. Camels don't jangle my nerves.That saying 'for
digestion's sake — smoke Camels' is made-to-order
for me." Yes, with fine-tasting Camels digestion gets
off to a smooth start. The flow of digestive fluids
speeds up — alkalinity increases —you feel at ease.
As steady smokers say: "Camels set you right!"

Cowrteht. 1987. R. J. Rwnolda Tobacco Company. WinBton-Sal.m| NorthCarolina

MODERN COACH. Johnny
Behr, boxing mentor,
says: "Camels are so mild
—they don'tinterfere with
my physical condition."

COLLEGE STUDENT.
Hank Van Buren, '38, has
a strenuous schedule. "I
get a 'lift' in energy with
a Camel," says Hank.

HEAR "JACK
OAKIE'S COLLEGE"

pie*.
C

Mt ,STI «

£>°,

A full-hour gala show with Jack
Oakle in person! Benny Goodman's
"Swing" Band! Hollywood comedians and singing stars! Special
college amateur talent every week!
Every Tuesday night — 9:30 pm
E.S.T., 8:30 pm C.S.T., 7:30 pm
M.S.T., 6:30 pm P.S.T., over
WABC-Columbia Network.

SPLITS A CARD at sixty
yaids.MissArlayneBrown,
champion pistol shot,
says: "I appreciate the
way Camels ease tension."

FOR DIGESTIONS SAKE — SMOKE CAMELS
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REGISTRAR OUTLINES
APPRQVEDCURICULUM

MARKET CORNERED BY
COLLEGE CURLYHEADS

Brearley, Carodemos, Daniel,
Feely, and Taylor to
Teach Extra Work

Statistics gathered by a roving
reporter recently revealed that
a recent alarming shortage of
hair tonic and preparations such
as Stacomb, lad, Slickem, and
similar preparations intended for
the .purpose of controlling unruly
hair was due to a coup d'etat excuted by Drs. Sikes and Sherrill.
With Military Ball and the Block
C hop in the offing, the two campus notables, fearing a shortage
due to overdemand and "being,
desirous of maintaining control
over their unruly locks, cornered
the market and bought up all
hair preparations for their personal use. Dr. McCollum of the
L. C. Martin Emporiums in his
latest statement to the anxious
corps of cadets remarked that it
would be extremely difficult to
slip a shipment past the watchful eyes of the gentlemen of the
curly locks, but that he would
attempt to slip past a shipment
disguished as Junior Class Ring
Dance Bracelets.

An announcement of vital imortance has just bee* received
from Gustaf Metz, Clemson Registrar to the effect that several
important courses have been added to the curriculum.
These
courses are special credit courses
and have been designed for students deficient in thermodynamics, calculus, loom fixing and subjects of similar difficulty.
In
short these courses haxe been designed to give the five year man
a chance. According to present
plans approved by the Board of
Directors, these courses can be
substituted by any student for
any courses with which he is
having extreme diffiulty.
This
list of vitally interesting courses
may be taken either at drill or
chapel hours according to the
student's tastes.
The approved
list of courses is as follows:
Psychology 111—Brearley
This course is designed to
snow the relationship between
sleep, the average student and
long lectures.
Recitation—0.
Lab—Chapel hours.
Gastronomy 24—Caodemos
Here the student is taught the
finer points of the culinary art.
A simple cloth bound text will be
used, the emphasis will be placed
on lab work. To care for this,
a small fee of a five dollar meal
ticket per month will be reText The Boston Cook Book.
Lab—Five hours per week—
The Clemson Grill.
English 76—Daniel—Humor
A study of the best modern
humorists including Daniel, Plato, Woolcott, and Demosthenes.
Very enlightening.
Recitation—Chapel.
Anatomy 53—Feely
Special course designed to aid
the pre-med, ag and football students ' to gain a better understanding of the finer things in
life and to give them a better
perspective.
.
Recitation—Hotel Hill Veterinary Shop (1 hour per month)
Lab—Same place (Every other
February)
Hieroglyphics 27—Taylor Added to the curriculum for
the purpose of aiding students
to read minute writing more correctly thereby making them proficient in the use of skinnerseven the most intricately PrePar-'
ed.
:-%M»

Special newswire flash showing Clemson's much publicized Football Ballet going
through what may well be their final scrimmage. Since their success in the recenlj
Blue Key production, they have been in constant demand for entertainments. "Why
the hell should we play football when we can make twice as much mony even if the)
Graham plan is out?" they shout as they blithly go through their paces.

Boake Carter speaking:
"Luckies don't catch your throat—they re
easy and smooth"
««

The thing I prize most is my reputation
for saying what 1 think. Here's what I
sincerely think,ahout smoking—it's one
of the greatest pleasures in the world,
hut it can be utterly spoiled by throat
irritation. My job's tough on the throat
and I have to be careful to keep my
voice clear. Long ago I found that
Luckies are easy and smooth and don't
catch your throat. That means every'
thing in a job like mine. Next time
you hear the usual 'Cheerio' at the end
of my broadcast, you can picture me
reaching for a Lucky an instant later,'*

/^2m^{^^7^^

Bozard Selected As
Latest Drum Major
Rangy Orangeburg Freshman Selected Because
of Superior Height

Patonize Tiger Advertisers

A, independent survey was made recently
JI

After a three day huddle in
the enwly completed Band Room,
the Band Board of Directors, led
by Major A. Hugh Dumas, C. C.
Frye, and Captain Heikilla, came
to the unanimous conclusion that
Cadet Lyn Bozard of Orangeburg
should he Drum Major for the
coming year.
In accepting his
new position, Bozard will acquire
the official title of Master Chief
Supreme Bandmaster— a title
worthy of the dignity of the towering 6' 4" lad from the lower
part of the state.
First attracting notice through
his masterful effects on the piccolo,' Bozard was given the coveted position chiefly "because of
his magnificent stature. He led
his' competitors by a wide margin until the final consideration
at which time eh nosed out his
closest oponent Grayson because
of the fact that he was some two,
inches taller.
Bozard is the tallest Drum Major that the Clemson College
Band has ever been able to hoast
of and the Band Board of Directors feel fortunate in being
able to announce this important
news flash. A special uniform
including a six-foot shako is being designed for Bozard's opening appearance on Bowman Field
at the Annual Moonlight Parade.
Patonize Tiger Advertisers

among professional men and women—lawyers,
doctors, lecturers, scientists, etc. Of those who said
they smoke cigarettes, more than 87% stated they
personally prefer a light smoke.
Mr* Carter verifies the wisdom of this preference, and so do other leading artists of the*
radio, stage, screen and opera. Their voices are
their fortunes. That's why so many of them
smoke Luckies. You, too, can have the throat protection of Luckies—a light smoke, free of certain
harsh irritants removed by the exclusive process
"It's Toasted". Luckies are gentle on the throat.

THE FINEST TOBACCOS—
"THE CREAM OF THE CROP"

A Light Smoke
"It's Toasted"-Your Throat Protection
AGAINST IRRITATION—AGAINST COUGH

Copyright 1937, The American Tobacco Company
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SPORTS FLASH

ibs

According to Head Coach
Jessiah Neely, the Clemson
athletic teams are in tor a
hard week of stiff competition.
The following sports
schedule has been announced.
Monday: Clemson vs Yale
(Tree sitting); Clemson vs
The Gilbert School (Undressing). Note—See your MFE.
enter national competition.
Tuesday: Ballet Troupe entrains for the eMhooptltc
Wednesday:
Clemson vs
University of Hawaii (Beach
Combing); Clemson vs West
Point (Range Estimation);
Clemson vs Cambridge University ( Rowing).
Thursday: Clemson vs Winthrop (Wrestling); Clemson
vs Park Avenue Sporting Club
(Badminton) ;^ Clemson
vs
Central High (Marbles)
Friday: Clemson vs Westminster
Dairy
(Milking);
Clemson jvs University of S.
C. (Funneling).

n€$% t«x
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Since this is the last issue of THE TIGER before April
1st, better known as April Fools Day, the sports readers
will have to put up with our foolishness this week and behleve very little they read on this page. Nothing said will
be meant as any reflection on anyone in any harmful manner,
i
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Polo Team
The boys around Clemson that
are "at home" with boots on,
have at last decided to organize
a polo team. The only catch now
is to find some ponies around
the campus. Cadet Col. White,
captain of the team and field
general, made a trip down to
the supply room the other day
and inquired of Sgt. West about
enough ponies, but the supply
room was just fresh out. PWA
funds will be obtained to erect
goal posts at each end of Bowman' Field. Major Ramsey has
accepted the position of coach of
the team, and will do his best to
teach the players how to stick
in the saddle.
Here and There
Rat Bozard is making fine progress in his practice of throwing
the shot-put for the track team.
He has reached a distance of 72
feet.
This is considered pretty
good for a beginner.
—Shad Bryant ran a total of
146 yards in the game against
Duke last Thursday for a touchdown. He ran the 67 yards to
the goal line, and then had to
go back to where he started from
to get the ball he had forgot, and
by the time he got back to the
goal with the ball—he had run
the grand total of 146 yards.
Bill Wise has been elected
substitute bat boy for the baseball team.
He served in this
capacity at Newerry High School,
and should make a good experienced bat boy.
CuCoo Moorer wants to make
the trip to California with Russ
Dora and Ripper Murray.
He
says that he could go along as
a reserve power and in case that
iDorn or Murray didn't make the
grade—he could go in as a substitute.
_-Major Dumas declares that he
cannot get enough exercise from
his golf games and is going in
for the popular game of Ping
Pong.
A Saturday afternoon team of
horseshoes will soon be organized
and Tom Stallworth has already
been elected captain.
__ Colonel Weeks has announced
that he will command the new
Flying Club that will be formed
in the very near future.
Dr.
Sikes will be chief instructor and
Dr. Mills head mechanic.
The Yale Divinity School recently declared itself in favor of
nudism in co-educational institutions.
Statistics show that there are
now ten girl babies born to every
one boy. This was attributed to
the general masculine trend toward tomato juice for breakfast.
LOST: One round silver thin
quarter. Finder please return to
room 614 and receive reward of
25 cents.
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SOME STUFF!

Ballet Team Signs
Theatre Contract
Special action photo taken of
golf champion Jim Speights at
the recent Boscobel Ryder Cup
matches. Speight* gives all credit for his remarkable rise in the
golf world to his ability to apply
enginering principles to his technique on the links. A hole in
one for this wizard from the
band is as easy as blowing E flat
on the clarinet.

The entire troupe of dainty
Clemson chorus girls who put on
such a marvelous exhibition of
exquisite grace and beauty at the
Blue Key play two weeks ago
contracted for a six week's engagement this summer at the
Roxy Treatre in New York City.
They are to give three performances a day and will each be
paid four hundred dollars and
fifty-nine cents per week for his
terpsichorean
accomplishments.
The money they get for endorsing Camel cigarettes for healthy
football nerves, Ponds' beauty
creams and powders, and "Lux
for my 410-guage stockings," will
Walterboro Flash Turns Pro be almost double that amount.
Despite Frantic Appeal
If the show proves popular in
New York, it is certain that they
Of Cadet Corps
will make a tour of the large

To Hell With All!
Says Jim - Golf ! !

TO TOUR WORLD
Proving to the world that
mathematical genius should be
cast aside for physical superiority, Jim Speights, the wonder
child from Walterboro, definitely
announced yesterday that he intended to sacrifice all for his love
of the game of golf and that he
has made plans to enter the professional ranks by joining a
troupe of famous golfers, (Jones,
Picard, and Hagen) and touring
the world giving exhibitions and
lectures for the benefit of the
golf-mad public.
Although the entire cadet
corps reluctantly watches this
proverbial lad sink 70-foot putts
consistently by a mere frick of
the wrist, to give him up to the
cold, cruel outer world would be
too much; thus the student body
called on Mr. Speights early this
suade him to give up this money-making scheme of his. Not
even the thought of giving up
playing the B Flat Clarinet in
the band daunted this pride of
the Civil Engineering Department, for he insisted that he was
tired of it all, meaning five "o'clock classes every day, drill four
time a week, etc.
Breaks Down
After listening to the pleas of
his friends telling him he was
doing wrong by his Alma Mama,
the strong and silent man from
the wilds of the lower state finally .broke down and said, "Some
stuff, man, I want to be alone".
With this remark, the corps retired broken-hearted, leaving the
great one to his meditating.
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SEVEN

Slashing, Crashing, Smashing LaGrone
Pounds Unmercifully Into Duke Line

MONK GODFREY STAR
IN CRIIBERS; VICTORY

Iron-Man Feats Pulled By
Black-Haired Marvel
From Edgefield

EXTRA PERIOD
Demon of The Hardwood
Proves Too Much For
In an overwhelming victory,
the Clemson Royal Cats defeated
Ole Timers
the Duke Blue Kittens in their
annual struggle on Bowman's
It was largely the scintillating Field last night by the score of
performance of Monk Godfrey, 7.000,000 to 6.
sharpshooting forward, that enIt was the same Welling Laabled the Cribers cage team to Grone, bone-crushing full back,
win the campus championship for who only four years before ran
the fourth consecutive time by 67.5 yards against North Augusdefeating the Ole Timers, 99-1, ta to give Edgefield her first
in a fast and furious contest gridiron triumph in 15 years,
waged in the Y arena last night. that'proved the kick in the pants
The game was only a minute to the Duke Kittens. This same
old when oMnk slipped in a. foul lad made a remarkable return
shot to place his gladiators in of a punt by eluding eleven men,
front.
From then on neither the coach, and the water boy for
team cracked ice until the final the Cats only score five minutes
seconds of play when Derr Monk after the regulation playing time
got hot, and started flipping that expired. Nevertheless, the score
ole rock through the hoop from counted, for Tonic, (as he is afall angles of the arena. Aided fectionately known to his teamby the spectacular passing of mates) convinced the timekeeper
P. Doggie Rhyne, it didn't take that the game wasn't really over,
Godfrey long to rack up a grand but that his watch happened to
total of 98 1/2 points. The oth- be fast. Without takng a deep
er 1/2 point was never accounted breath, this same undaunted lad
for, but the, Cribbers were given stepped back and made the extra
the benefit of the doubt.
tally good.
Bouncing Bill Dillard, from
Deuce Parker played a pretty
Six Mile, was responsible for the good game for the Kittens, but
Ole Timers' only tally when he if you don't believe Tonic was
shot the wrong goal during the the hero of the game—well, just
waning moments of the fracas. wire Converse, collect.
The work of Doc Daniels, Will
Rogers Clark, Misery Holmes,
The platinum blonde craze is
and Dean Earle stood out for the latest fad to sweep Japathe winners, while Major Abbott nese schools of learning. It is
(Jess Neely's stooge) was the now considered quite the thing
star for the losers.
for the lassies to sport hair the
color of Jean Harlow's.
cities of the United States and
will probably receive an invitaiStrayed or Stolen: Ten bars
tion to dance at King George's of soap from room 166. Please
Coronation.
return wrapers off soap so we
can get a new electric toaster
Patonize Tiger Advertisers
for after-long-roll snacks.
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McCOLLUM,

O w n e r

The Official College Book and Supply Store

EASTER CANDIES
Complete Line of Exceptional Candies Beautifully Wrapped in Exquisite Packages
Wonderful Variety of Easter Cards,
Rabbits and Novelties
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
Sodas

Not Too Late
TO RUSH DOWN TO

HOKE

SLOAN'S

FOR THOSE WHITE SHOES—You'll

-o-

Sundaes

-o-

Sandwiches

A Wonderful Variety of Nationally Advertised Merchandise for Youj
To Select From

Need Them

during the holidays.
Have You Seen the New Sweatshirts and Polo Shirts?
Juniors and Seniors, Use Your R. O. T. C Credit!!

STUDENT CHECKS CASHED—NO EXCHANGE CHARGED

Make Our Store Your Headquarters
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Treasurer Lewis Absconds With
CDA Funds And Three Torch-Singers

>n<
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CLEMSON COLLEGE LAUNDRY

LEAVES BILLS

->rv

After three years of plotting
and scheming, during which time
he wore a countenance of babylike innocence, Walter Keys Lewis, Central Dance Association
treasurer absconded with approximately three thousand dollars
from the CDA treasury. W'ith
his ears pinned back, Lewis made
a rapid getaway in his strea^J
lined Zephyr and the long arm
of John Law has as yet been
unable to snatch the culprit back
to the realm of justice. Armed
posses, motorcycle squadrons, and
V-8 police cars have ben sent in
hot pursuit, but their vehicles
were on match for the fast-moving Lewis.
A hurried check of t>° J^oks
reveals that the erstwhile treasurer has not only dealt the CDA
a severe financial blow: ^ut he
also left in his waKe a frail of
unpaid bills including bills for
everything from corsages for his
dates to having his uniform prepared for the dances. The chief
item however was gasoline.
A
check-up revealed that well over
three hundred and fifty dollars
had been charged to CDA expenses and used to ride late-dates
back and forth. Incidental checking revealed that the young
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Compliments of

CDA Treasurer Makes Getaway

Popular Cadet Betrays His
Tristing Public In A
Weak Moment
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Clemson Uniforms are Made By
WILLIAM C. ROWLAND, Inc.
PHILADELPHIA
Exclusive Radio Press photo showing Walter Zephyr Lewis preparing for a speedy, getaway after abscounding with a couple of
thousand dollars of CDA funds. _ According to Henry Leitner, president of the organization, Lewis left the books unbalanced and also
a stack of unpaid gasoline bills in his wake. The man on the horse
is Don Clayton who just can't get out of the habit of following CDA
officials around.

scoundrel had also squandered
CDA funds on root beer and listed the expenses as "crepe paper".
President Leitner, a trifle weary and distracted disclosed the
comforting fact that Lewis had
forunately not been able to get
his hands qn the little five-thousand dollar nest egg garnered at
the Thanksgiving Series and that
the CDA would therefore still be
able to sign the Brierhopper Boys
for Finals' as scheduled.
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Winnie Mae Bell, popular alumnus of '3 9, is now playing
tackle for the Green Bay Packers. She figures prominently in
the sport.
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ANDERSON SERVICE STATION

ir Products |

MODERN ELECTRIC
SHOE SHOP
Get your shoes and boots
shined f,or the holidays.
SHOE LACES
WHITE ACE SHOE POLISH
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Courteous and Efficient Service
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vvhen you find out how mild and goodtasting Chesterfields are.. .you hold on to 'em.
With a bull dog grip, millions of smokers
hold on to Chesterfields . . .
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